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Gt: Full*; Sw. to Gt.
Sw: Full
Ch: Strings 8', Celeste
Solo: Flûte harmonique 8'
Ped: Soft 16', 8'

* Full denotes Principals, Flutes, and Strings 8', 4';
ever Mixtures, Mutations, or Reeds

Gt: Full*; Sw. to Gt.
Sw: Full
Ch: Strings 8', Celeste
Solo: Flûte harmonique 8'
Ped: Soft 16', 8'

* Full denotes Principals, Flutes, and Strings 8', 4';
ever Mixtures, Mutations, or Reeds
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Gt: + Ch. to Gt.
Sw: Strings 8', Oboe 8'
Ch: + Strings 4'
Ped: - Ch. to Ped. + Sw. to Ped.

Moving forward

Pushing forward

Ritenuto

Slower (\( \text{d}=92 \))
Gt: Bourdon 8', Sw. to Gt., Ch. to Gt.
Sw: + Oboe 8'
Ped: Strings 16', 8'; Sw. to Ped., Ch to Ped.

Gt: + Principal 8'
Sw: + 2', Trompette 8'
Ped: Full 16', 8', Reeds 8', 4'; Sw, Ch. to Ped.

Gt: Trumpet 8'
Sw: + Fagotto 16', Flute 2', - Principal 8'

Gt: Full, Trumpet 8', Ch. to Gt. 8', 4'

Piu mosso (\(\dot{d}=76\))
Holding back
Molto riten.

Molto rall.
A tempo
Molto rall.

Ped: + Trumpet 8'

Gt, Sw, Ch: Full, Mixtures; Couplers to Gt.
Solo: Tuba 8', Clairon 4'
Ped: Full, Reeds 16', 8'; Gt, Sw, Ch. to Ped.

Pesante (q=66)

Faster (q=96)

sempre ff

Solo: - 4'

p ff
Gt, Ped: + Reeds 8'  Rall.
Gt: + Reeds 4'
molto cresc.

Gt, Ch: Full, Mixtures
Sw: Full, Mixtures, Solo to Sw.
Solo: Tuba 8'
Ped: Full 16', 8', Gt. and Ch. to Ped.

Moving slightly ($\frac{3}{8}$=96)
Gt.  sempre legato

Gt: Full
Sw: Full 8', Trompette 8'

mf
Più mosso ($j=92$)

Gt: Bourdon 8' + Ch. to Gt.
Sw: Principal and Flute 8'
Ch: Flutes, Strings 8'
Ped: - Principal 16', 8'

Faster still ($o=52$)

Gt, Ch: Full 8', soft Mixtures and Reeds
Ped: + Trumpet 8'

Slowly, with maximum force ($j=44$)

Gt: Full 16', Mixtures
Sw: Full 16', Mixtures
Ch: Chimes
Solo: Tuba 8'
Ped: Full, Reeds 16', 8'; Gt, Sw, Solo to Ped.
Gt: + Gt to Gt 4'
Sw: Tutti
Ped: + 32'
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